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DETROIT: Owners of electric vehicles have already gone gas-free. Now, a
growing number are powering their cars with sunlight. Solar panels
installed on the roof of a home or garage can easily generate enough
electricity to power an electric or plug-in gas-electric hybrid vehicle. The
panels aren’t cheap, and neither are the cars. A Ford Fusion Energi plug-in
sedan, for example, is $7,200 more than an equivalent gas-powered
Fusion even after a $4,007 federal tax credit.

But advocates say the investment pays off over time and is worth it for
the thrill of fossil fuel-free driving. “We think it was one of the best things
in the world to do,” says Kevin Tofel, who bought a Chevrolet Volt in 2012
to soak up the excess power from his home solar-energy system. “We will
never go back to an all-gas car.” No one knows exactly how many electric
cars are being powered by solar energy, but the number of electric and
plug-in hybrid cars in the US is growing. Last year, 97,563 were sold in the
US, according to Ward’s AutoInfoBank, up 83 percent from the year
before. Meanwhile, solar installations grew 21 percent in the second
quarter of this year, and more than 500,000 homes and businesses now
have them, according to the Solar Energy Industries Association.

Tofel, 45, a senior writer for the technology website Gigaom, installed
41 solar panels on the roof of his Telford, Pennsylvania, home in 2011.
The solar array - the term for a group of panels - cost $51,865, but after
state and federal tax credits, the total cost was $29,205.

In the first year, Tofel found that the panels provided 13.8 megawatt
hours of electricity, but his family was using only 7.59 megawatt hours. So
in 2012, Tofel traded in an Acura RDX for a Volt plug-in hybrid that could
be charged using some of that excess solar energy. In a typical year, with
15,243 miles of driving, the Volt used 5.074 megawatt hours. Tofel used
to spend $250 per month on gas for the Acura; now, he spends just $50,
for the times when the Volt isn’t near a charging station and he has to fill
its backup gas engine. Charging the Volt overnight costs him $1.50, but
the family makes that money back during the day when it sends solar
power to the electric grid. He estimates that adding the car will cut his
break-even point on the solar investment from 11.7 years to six years.
Powering a car with solar energy isn’t for everyone. Among things to con-
sider:

Site
A south- or southeast-facing roof is a necessity, and there can’t be shady

trees around the house. Sam Avery, who installs solar panels in Kentucky
through his company, Avery and Sun, says dormers, chimneys and other
design features can hamper an installation. “If people do have a good site, it’s
usually by chance,” he says. “I have to retrofit a lot.”

Cost
The cost of installing solar panels has come down, from $8 to $10 per watt

eight years ago to $3 a watt or less now. But it’s still a huge investment. Bill
Webster, 39, a graphic designer at a nonprofit in Washington, DC, paid
$36,740 for his solar array in Frederick, Maryland, three years ago, or around
$3.60 per watt. Tax credits reduced his net cost to around $20,000.

Before the installation, his family was paying $1,500 per year for electricity.
Now, he pays $5.36 per month, the administrative fee for connecting to the
grid. That fuels his home and his all-electric Nissan Leaf, which uses around a
third of the energy that his solar panels generate. Webster thinks he’ll break
even on his investment in six years. Some solar companies offer leasing pro-
grams, which let customers pay a fixed monthly cost for panels. There are
also some incentive programs; Honda Motor Co offers $400 toward the
installation of panels through SolarCity, a company that installs them in 15
states. Buyers also could consider a smaller system just to power a car. A Leaf
needs around 4.5 megawatt hours of electricity per year to go 15,000 miles.
Eighteen 250-watt panels - a $13,500 investment at $3 per watt - would pro-
duce that much electricity.

The car
For Webster, who has a predictable roundtrip commute of less than 50

miles and lives near a lot of electric charging stations, an all-electric car like
the Leaf makes sense. But for Avery, who lives in rural Kentucky, the Volt was
the better choice because he needs the security of a backup gas engine. In
short, people considering powering a car with solar energy have some math
to do. Or maybe they don’t. For Avery, the environmental benefit outweighs
everything. “The reason to go solar is not to save money,” he says. “The real
reason to go solar is that we have to do it.”  —AP

Samsung vows

changes 

after mobile

profit plunges 

SEOUL, South Korea: Samsung Electronics
Co admitted erring in its smartphone strate-
gy and vowed Thursday to overhaul its hand-
set lineup after profit from those devices
tumbled last quarter to the lowest in more
than three years. The South Korean compa-
ny, which climbed from smartphone laggard
to top seller in the past three years, had prid-
ed itself on responding quickly to market
demand and ability to tailor handsets to the
needs of users and mobile carriers around
the world.

But its rapid success with a product cate-
gory pioneered by rival Apple Inc. is under-
going an equally stunning reversal. Earnings
from Samsung’s mobile phone business
began declining this year, undermined by
lukewarm sales of the Galaxy S5 smartphone
and the competitive onslaught from cheaper
local brands in China and India. Apple also
eroded Samsung’s leading market share in
developed nations.

In a rare acknowledgement of a misstep,
the company’s head of investor relations told
an earnings conference call that Samsung
had lagged behind changing market condi-
tions. The company’s response “was not
quick enough,” said the executive, Robert Yi.
It plans a significant change in smartphone
strategy for next year to seek more “efficien-
cy,” implying that the number of new hand-
set models might be reduced. That will allow
the company to better focus on each prod-
uct and to purchase components at cheaper
prices to save costs.

Mobile business
Unlike Apple’s take it or leave it approach,

Samsung boasted that it gave more choice
to consumers, launching at least two flagship
models per year and making smartphones in
a variety of screen sizes and various features.
The drop in earnings from the mobile busi-
ness battered the South Korea company’s
quarterly net profit, which tumbled 49 per-
cent to 4.2 trillion won ($4 billion). That was
the lowest since the first quarter of 2012, but
above market expectations. Analysts polled
by FactSet had predicted net income of 3.7
trillion won.

Operating income from its mobile busi-
ness, which previously had contributed more
than 60 percent of its entire earnings, fell to
1.75 trillion won ($1.66 billion) from 6.7 tril-
lion won a year earlier. Quarterly sales fell 20
percent to 47.4 trillion won while operating
income shrank 60 percent to 4.1 trillion won.

Samsung warned earlier this month that
its handset profit had declined despite a
marginal increase in shipments. —AP

Electric-car drivers 

trading gas for solar power 

MARYLAND: This Wednesday, Oct 22, 2014, photo provided by Bill Webster shows his all-elec-
tric 2014 Nissan Leaf that is powered by a 10 kW solar array on the roof of his house in
Frederick. — AP photos

MARYLAND: Photo shows a 2014 Chevy Volt
plug in Hart County, Ky. 

TAIPEI: Taiwan’s smartphone maker HTC said yesterday
it expected revenue in the fourth quarter to grow up to
12 percent on-quarter because it is launching a number
of new products including the Nexus 9 tablet for
Google. HTC estimated that revenue in the fourth quar-
ter will be in the range of Tw$43 billion-Tw$47 billion
($1.43 billion-$1.57 billion). In October, HTC kicked off
the global launch for an array of new products and serv-
ices, including the HTC Desire Eye smartphone, the
social video-editing application Zoe and its first-ever
camera RE. 

In the same month, HTC partnered with Google to
unveil the Nexus 9 tablet dubbed “Lollipop”-the world’s
first tablet to run on Google’s latest operating system
Android 5.0. The company is actively searching for new
ways to appeal to customers and find fresh revenue
streams with the launch of new products, it said in a
statement.

HTC swung to a profit of Tw$640 million in the third
quarter from a net loss of Tw$2.97 billion in the same
period last year, but revenue fell 11 percent on-year
amid strong competition from low-priced Chinese mod-

els. “This challenging quarter saw HTC step up to the
plate, maintaining profitability in the face of an intensely
competitive environment,” said CEO Peter Chou.

Analysts have warned that HTC had a long way to go
before regaining lost ground to rivals Samsung and
Apple as well as low-cost Chinese rivals such as Lenovo
and Huawei. In the 2013 third quarter, HTC swung to its
first net loss since listing in 2002, as it fell out of the
world’s top 10 vendors and has been struggling to
increase its foothold in the highly competitive smart-
phone market. — AFP

Taiwan’s HTC expects Q4 revenue to grow up to 12%


